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Equality Impact Assessment 
Screening Template for Gender 

Open Broadcasting Unit 
 
Executive Summary 
The University’s broadcast strategy is intended to be flexible and audience focused, with respect to 
the different needs of each audience segment.  The partnership with the BBC and other emerging 
broadcast platforms is expected to take advantage of new learning technologies and new delivery 
methods, including digital channels and interactive and online approaches. 
 
Initial assessment of data on gender classification of viewers of specific OU programmes currently 
broadcast on BBC channels, indicates programmes are attracting a demographic that averages 51% 
male (Omnibus Research for programmes commissioned during 2007).  
 
Although individual programmes vary depending on content, Child of Our Time averages 45% male 
and James May’s 20th Century averages 61% male, the spread of commissioned programmes 
suggests that there is a balance of male preferred programmes and female preferred programmes 
and that overall the differences are small for most programmes. Furthermore if programmes are 
bringing in slightly more male demographics on the viewing side, the follow through for the take up 
of further learning materials, whether online resources or print items via the Partnership website, 
Open2.net, may be slightly more female skewed as can be seen from the website demographics 
below:  
Source: Hitwise 
Open2.NET  
Demographics - Gender 

  Demographic 
Traffic 
share 

Male 44.74% Q1 
2007 Female 55.26% 

Male 44.03% Q2 
2007 Female 55.97% 

Male 45.97% Q3 
2007  Female 54.03% 

Male 45.27% Q4 
2007 Female 54.73% 

 
Regarding presenters an informal assessment of on-screen talent has shown that there is an equal 
balance of male/female presenters, although many of the male presenters have a much higher 
profile amongst the viewing audience (e.g., James May, Neil Oliver, David Attenborough, Robert 
Winston, against, Hermoine Cockburn, Alice Roberts, Kathy Sykes, Clair Barrat).  
 
Presenters are employed according to BBC Equal Opportunity Policy. It is relevant to note that 
the Broadcast Lifestyle survey 2007 indicates that women continue to struggle to occupy the top 
roles within the Broadcasting industry. The majority of company owners, managing directors/chief 
execs and senior management are men with women dominating the lower end of the career ladder. 
For example 81.1% of managing directors are men, whereas 64.5% of juniors are women. There are 
also far fewer women over 50 working in the industry which is dominated by 31 to 40 year olds.  
 
Re BBC Contractors/Production companies. Managers who are responsible for establishing 
external contracts are asked to ensure that suppliers are aware of and are encouraged to comply 
with the BBC Equal Opportunities requirements. This is of particular importance in the light of the 
requirement on the BBC to have 25% of its output made by outside production companies. It is 
important that these productions should reflect the 'nation we serve' and the BBC's equal 
opportunities requirements. Managers are expected to provide details of BBC equal opportunities 
policies to suppliers and encourage them to comply with the equal opportunities requirements set 
down in the appropriate contracts. 
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1. What is the policy? 
 
Broadcast Commissioning Strategy 
To provide a strategy and plan for decisions on the commissioning of TV and Radio programmes for 
broadcast on BBC channels and other broadband platforms. It identifies a range of targets and other 
factors which influence commissioning decisions over programmes, content of programmes, 
channels, timings and subsequent usage of content. 
 
2. What is the Open Broadcasting Unit, what it does and who  it serves?  
 
The Open University, as a major provider of distance learning, has established itself as a distinctive 
educational broadcaster through its partnership with the BBC via the Open Broadcasting Unit. The 
University sets its broadcasting strategy in the context of its Charter obligations ‘to promote the 
educational well-being of the community generally, and to do so by a diversity of means including 
broadcasting and the inclusion in the BBC’s remit of delivering education and learning.  
 
 
What equality group is this screening for (eg. Race, Disability, Sexual Orientation, etc.)? 
 
Gender  
 
3. Why is gender screening important to OBU? 
 
To avoid having a disproportionate effect on different groups (gender) which results in exclusion or 
adverse impact. 
 
4. How many policies functions were screened? 
 

1. Are the programmes reaching a diverse audience? 
2. Are we producing print on programmes likely to attract a diverse audience? 
3. Are we satisfied that contractors are legally compliant? 
4. Are presenters and programme participants sufficiently diverse? 
5. Proportion of students who register for a course after seeing an OU broadcast? 

 
5. Which policies/functions were assessed as being gender equality highly relevant? (for 
which a full impact assessment would be required) 
 
None 
 
Where gender issues exist, namely with the Broadcasting Industry general employee demographics 
these are outside the scope of the Open Broadcasting Unit to rectify.   
 
6. Can the Broadcasting Strategy be used to meet ‘positive duties’? 

 
Broadcasting Strategy can be used to help meet positive duties through commissioning series 
whose content explores and challenges traditional stereotypes. This concept is expanded through 
the learning materials devised by OU academics supporting the programmes online.  For example 
the online resource for Child of Time includes an interactive encouraging parents to explore gender 
stereotyping with their children. Please see link below: 
http://www.open2.net/healtheducation/family_childdevelopment/menwomendo.html 
 
7. Is there evidence of Adverse Impact?  
Monitoring adverse impact is not easily achieved, but via our Viewer and Listener Enquiries Officer 
audiences have the opportunity to contact the OU with any comments or complaints regarding our 
broadcasts.  In addition to this, online forums invite audiences to join wider debates surrounding the 
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issues raised by our broadcasts. It is rare that any adverse issues are brought to the attention of the 
Open Broadcasting Unit and on the whole we believe our broadcasting is not having a negative 
impact on its audiences. 
 
8. Document future actions in an Action Plan 
 
Monitor ‘consistency’ of gender viewing demographics for OU broadcast and subsequent throughput 
to the partnership website Open2.net.    
 
Monitor BBC Trust activities/policies and BBC Intranet policies in relation to contractors and 
presenter gender demographics.  
 
At present we can only track programmes that have a print item associated with them. As more 
robust processes are put in place, assessments can be made on subsequent student registrations.  
 
 
Who are the stakeholders in relation to this policy (staff, students, other organisations)? 
 
Students, general viewers of BBC programmes, BBC, production teams, presenters and contributors 
to OU programmes, OUW 
Is responsibility for the policy shared with anyone else, internally or externally (if so, you 
should involve them in the screening)? 
 
BBC 
Open2.net (BBC/OU partnership Website) 
 
 
 
What action do you intend to take to address the issues arising from this screening 
exercise? 
(You should list actions here and later transfer them to your action plan) 
 
Further data analysis: 
 
Continue work with Marketing to establish options to acquire and analyse demographic data: 
(a) Take up of broadcast linked learning material 
(b) New students registering in response to broadcasts. 
 
Explore options for renewed data analysis of gender demographic distribution of OU viewers, 
particularly for ‘new’ broadband activities 
 
Continue to monitor data on reach of BBC and other broadband channels in order to ensure correct 
conclusion reached 
 
 
Is a full impact assessment recommended? 
(If you have answered yes to any of the questions in step 3 above, then the answer is yes) 
 
No 
 
Date of screening: 
 
January/February 2008 
Approved by:  Sally Crompton, Head of Open Broadcasting Unit 
Lead contact:  Liz Toone, 01908 654747, l.toone@open.ac.uk 
 
 


